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ABSTRACT
Future e onomy based on redu tion of hydro arbon fuels for power generation and transmission may

onsider hydrogen as possible energy

arrier.

An extensive and widespread

use of hydrogen might require a pipeline network. The alternatives may be the use of the
existing network of natural gas or the design of a dedi ated network. Whatever the solution,
introdu ing hydrogen in natural gas substantially modify the

onsequen es of a

Fren h National Resear h Agen y (ANR) funded a proje t

alled HYDROMEL whi h fo-

uses on these

idents. The

riti al questions. Within this proje t ben hmark exer ises have been

hosen

based on simple and well dened situations in order to share experien e related to the two
ammable gases and to adapt the available
jet res and explosions have been
general, the

omputer

omputer tools to the mixture behaviour. Jets,

omputed and

odes tend to be

ompared to open literature results.

In

onservative for the dierent phenomena relevant

to safety. However, disparity due to dierent models

an be very important espe ially for

hydrogen. The database for mixtures is not large enough and resear h work is wel ome in
that area.

1 Introdu tion
The environmental and e onomi

onstraints

urrently lead dierent

ountries to nd alter-

natives to hydro arbon-based fuels for power generation and transmission. In this
hydrogen is emerging as a possible new energy

arrier.

ontext,

An extensive and widespread use

of hydrogen might require a pipeline network: the rst and probably the

heapest solution

would be to add hydrogen to the existing natural gas network with some improvements to
a

ommodate mixtures. The se ond solution is the design of a dedi ated network for a hydro-

gen/natural gas mixture with appropriate pressure, size and materials. Whatever the
s enario introdu ing hydrogen in natural gas is likely to modify a
The Fren h National Resear h Agen y (ANR) funded a proje t
fo uses on these

ident

hosen

onsequen es.

alled HYDROMEL whi h

riti al questions. The most important of them is the safety impa t on gas

transmission related to the addition of large hydrogen quantities to natural gas. Hen e, the
apabilities of the existing simulation
postulated a

odes to predi t the behaviour of su h mixture during

ident should also be investigated.

For dierent

partners of the proje t are using dierent types of

omputer

on phenomenologi al models while some are CFD

odes. Some

onsequen e analyses, the

odes. Most of them are based
ompanies and institutions

are familiar only with hydrogen behaviour while others only with natural gas behaviour.
Rarely a

ompany has an expertise in the behaviour of both gases and/or their mixture. So,
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the present ben hmark a tivity has been organised in order to share experien e related to the
two

ombustible gases and to adapt the available

For that, three situations involved in an a

omputer tools to the mixture behaviour.

idental release of hydrogen or natural gas from a

pressurised pipeline network were sele ted: under-expanded jet in open atmosphere, ignition
of this jet and pressure build-up in an industrial en losure due to premixed
For the rst two s enarios the results of the open literature have been
omparisons on the released mass ow rate, the gas
the jet, the mass of ammable

hosen to

loud, the overpressure in

ase of delayed inammation, the

onsequen es of premixed

The following se tions in lude a general des ription of the
dierent partners.

ondu t

on entration proles along the axis of

visible ame length and the radiative uxes. The latter is studied by making a
omparison on the development and

ombustion.

ode-to- ode

ombustion.

omputational tools used by the

Then, the ben hmark results are presented and dis ussed.

Finally, a

se tion is devoted to the mixture analysis. Con lusions follow.

2 Short des ription of omputer tools
In the proje t, the tools and methods used by GDF SUEZ are in luded in the platform
PERSEE and the FLACS CFD

ode (www.gex on. om).

In the former, mass ow rate

through the break and depressurisation of the pipeline network are omputed by the CALDEIRA
3.0 module. Isothermal behaviour is assumed during depressurisation.

Real gas equation

of state is used for natural gas and hydrogen is supposed to follow perfe t gas behaviour.
The
[1℄

ombustible gas

loud is

omputed by the Gaussian integral model developed by Ooms

oupled with a pseudo-sour e model (CATS) in

sures are

ase of pressurised releases. Overpres-

al ulated with the model of Deshaies et al.[2℄ for variable ame speed. Finally,

jet re models in the RAYON module are based on the work of Chamberlain et al.
PERSEE is dedi ated and validated to evaluate the
release.

onsequen es of a

[3℄.

idental natural gas

Appli ation to hydrogen and hydrogen/methane mixture is an exploratory work.

The FLACS

ode is used for explosion inside building and overpressure estimation in the

surroundings. The turbulen e eld is

al ulated with a

k−ǫ

model in luding extra terms

for generation of representative turbulen e eld along the walls. In far blast simulations, the
Euler approximations are used where no

ombustion is taking pla e. And FCT algorithm

assures optimum sho k wave representation with a minimum of numeri al diusion.
In the proje t, Air Liquide uses mainly the PHAST software (version 6.53) developed by
the

ompany DNV (www.dnv. om). For

ombustible gas dispersion, the Unied Dispersion

Model is applied whi h is a Gaussian integral model. Jet res are simulated with the models
developed by Chamberlain et al.

and Johnson et al.

[3, 4℄.

Overpressures are estimated

with the TNO multi energy method. Some other phenomenologi al models are used to get
ross- omparison of the results: ALDEA software whi h
on the

omputes the gas dispersion based

orrelations developed by Bir h et al.[5℄ and the jet re model of S hefer et al.[6℄.

The FLACS

ode (hydrogen version) is used for explosion inside and outside of buildings.

INERIS uses the same version of the PHAST software. Additional models are also applied
su h as the EXPLOJET model assuming perfe t gas behaviour for mass ow rate al ulations
and analyti al formulas for gas

on entration de ay (axially and radially). Overpressure are

omputed by an in-house method that is based on su
and an a ousti
The

essively a

onstant volume explosion

wave sour e.

onsequen es analyses at CEA are performed by phenomenologi al models implemented

in the CAST3M

ode (www. ast3m.fr). For under-expanded jets, a Gaussian integral model

(HyDISP module) is applied based on the work of [7, 8, 9℄ with the pseudo sour e model
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developed in [5, 10℄. Delayed ignition of jets (HyEXPLO module) are

omputed with the

model developed by Dorofeev [11℄ and jet res (HyFLAM module) are simulated with the
model of S hefer et al.[6, 12, 10℄.

The CFD part of CAST3M is presently used for the

explosion inside a building and the depressurisation of pipelines.

3 Ben hmark exer ises
3.1 General onsiderations and sele tions
The industrial
to

ase

orresponds to a failure of a gas transmission pipeline, for example due

orrosion or ex avation by a third party.

be in an open atmosphere

These pipelines are usually buried or may

lose to a se tioning point.

So, the gas release develops as a

verti al or horizontal under-expanded jet that mixes with the surrounding air. For safety
onsiderations, the mass ow rate through the break and the size of the resulting
gas

loud are key questions. Then, ignition may o

ur instantaneously or after a

ombustible
ertain delay

leading mainly to a jet re for the former and an explosion prior to the jet re for the latter.
Jet res produ e thermal radiative loads that determine the ex lusion distan es, while for
explosions the

riteria are based on the overpressure over the distan e from the ignition or

release point. Considering these simplied s enarios, it is possible to sele t from the open
literature relevant experimental data in order to validate the dierent models used by the
partners of the proje t.
After a short exer ise whi h

onsists of

dierent situations related to
ombustible gas

•

omparison of the mass ow rate through the break,

onsequen es analyses have been investigated:

loud formed from an under expanded jet of methane [13℄ and hydrogen

[14℄,

•

horizontal and verti al methane jet res [15, 4℄ and verti al hydrogen jet res [10℄,

•

delayed ignition of an under expanded jet of hydrogen [16℄,

•

premixed ombustion inside an industrial building equipped with vents in a ode-to- ode
omparison.

These

onditions

over most of the phenomena involved in

onsequen es analyses. Never-

theless, they only address pure gas behaviour and no mixture ee t
moment. The EC NaturalHy proje t is

an be assessed for the

urrently dealing with hydrogen addition up to 50

% v/v in natural gas but only few results have been at present time released to the international

ommunity. This important database should be added in the near future. Other

experiments mainly related to jet res have been performed within the HYDROMEL proje t
and some results will be given in the last se tion of this paper. However the database to
address su h question of mixture ee t is not very large and additional experimental results
would

ertainly be wel ome. In all the following

omputations, the natural gas is supposed

to be represented by pure methane.

3.2 Mass ow rate through the break
When the size of the leak is small
the latter may be regarded as

ompared to the diameter of the pipe, the pressure in

onstant. A

ommon operating

ondition of the GDF SUEZ

natural gas transmission network is about 68.7 bar and the hydrogen transmission network
of Air Liquide is operated at about 100 bar. These real operating
to

ompute the mass ow rate for a break size of 25 mm
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onditions have been used

orresponding to a

onne ting

pipe diameter. The results of this simple exer ise are presented in Table 1. The PHAST
results (AL and INERIS) are using a

al ulated dis harge

other models does not apply any dis harge

oe ient

oe ient whi h is a

lose to 0.86 where the

onservative approa h. For

hydrogen, the ee t of the real gas equation of state (CEA vs GDF SUEZ) is not so important
due to moderate operating pressure. For methane, the ee t is mu h more important but
the 13% in rease are mainly due to adjusted

oe ients in the real gas equation of state

related to natural gas behaviour (C2 and higher hydro arbon

ontent).

Table 1: Mass ow rate through a 25 mm diameter leak for real operating onditions
Network
Operating pressure (bar)
Organisation
Mass ow rate (kg/s)
For large break size

AL
2.6

Hydrogen
100
GDF SUEZ INERIS
3.0
2.6

CEA
3.1

AL
5.5

Methane
67.7
GDF SUEZ INERIS
6.8
5.5

ompared to the pipe diameter, it is ne essary to

surisation of the pipeline network to take into a

CEA
6.0

ompute the depres-

ount this feedba k ee t.

Experiments

[17℄ have been run few years ago by Shell to measure the mass ow rate from a pressurised
air pipe suddenly opened at one end. The test

onditions are summarised in Table 2. The

Table 2: Shell Canada Resour es test 23: test onditions
Data
Gas
Pipe internal diameter
Pipe length
Initial pressure
Initial temperature
Pipe rugosity
Duration of the test

Test 23 (unit)
Air
305 (mm)
3438 (m)
68.1 (bar)
278. (K)
107 (µm)
180 (se onds)

mass ow rate evolution is plotted in Figure 1. For the rst 20 se onds, all models provide
similar results, although the results of CAST3M are over-predi ting the mass ow rate. For
later times, PHAST (long pipeline module) and CAST3M models tend to underestimate it.
For

onsequen es analyses mean values over one or two periods are usually

onsidered. If

a duration of 60 se onds is assumed, the mean mass ow rate is about 233 kg/s and this
orresponds to the mass ow rate

omputed with an upstream pressure equal to about one

fourth the initial one. From these two exer ises regarding mass ow rate
an

al ulations one

on lude that the dierent models are equivalent.

3.3 Jet release
A hydrogen or methane jet release in the open environment will result in a ammable mixture.
Knowledge of the extend of this
with high pressure
the gas

loud is an essential part of quantifying the risk asso iated

ombustible gas transmission. Bir h et al. [13, 5℄ have extensively studied

on entration prole resulting from a natural gas under-expanded jet.

Roberts et al.

[14℄ have

ondu ted the same kind of experiments for hydrogen.

Re ently,
For the

former an upstream pressure of 31 bar was used asso iated with an exit diameter of 2.7 mm
and for the latter, the pressure was 100 bar with a diameter of 3 mm. They both have run the
experiments at room temperature. The resulting axial
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Figure 1: SCR Test 23: Air mass ow rate through the break
are plotted in Figure 2 and
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ompared to the model predi tions. The results are generally
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Figure 2: Gas on entration along the enter line of the loud: left - Hydrogen jet [14℄, right - methane jet
[5℄
onservative ex ept the PERSEE and the HyDISP ones for the hydrogen
this result is within a reasonable a

ase. Nevertheless,

ura y (about 30%) for the modelling of this kind of

phenomenon.
Important safety information re orded from this exer ise is the distan e from the jet exit
where the mean on entration de ays below the lower ammability limit (LFL). For hydrogen
the generally a

epted value for the upward propagation in air is 4 vol%. The dierent results

for the hydrogen jet are displayed in Table 3. This distan e varies between 5.6 to more than
9 meters depending on the model. Houf et al.[10℄ use this length s ale to ompare with the
2
distan e where the jet re radiative ux is equal to 1.5 kW/m
orresponding to exposure
limit at property line in US.
Another interesting information for safety is the mass of fuel that is mixed with air within
the ammable range of

on entration (MEX ).

ould be released after ignition of the
estimate the blast and as a

From this quantity, the total energy that

ombustible gas

loud

an be estimated and used to

onsequen e the damage produ ed by the explosion. The set of

equations (1 and 2) derived by [5, 18℄

an be used and integrated between the upper and the
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lower ammability limits to produ e this explosive mass.

q
Xcl = 5.4 ρ∞ /ρgas deq / (z − z0 )

 r 2 
X(r, z)/Xcl,z = exp −57
z
where

X

- mass fra tion;

r, z

(1)
(2)

- radial and axial

oordinates, m;

ρ

3
- density, kg/m ;

deq

-

equivalent diameter, m.
The results for the hydrogen jet are given in Table 3 based on the value of 75 vol% for
the upper ammability in air. This explosive mass varies by a fa tor of ve depending on

Table 3: HSL hydrogen jet experiment: EX mass and LFL distan e - P: means PHAST A: ALDEA and E:
EXPLOJET
Sour e
Experiment
[5, 18℄
Air Liquide
CEA
GDF SUEZ
INERIS
a

MEX (g)

25.1
30. (P) 18.8 (A)
11.1
6.
30. (P) 37.4 (E)

zLF L (m)

7.79
9.3
8.7 (P) 8.7 (A)
7.07
5.64
8.7 (P) 10.5 (E)

ontribution. But the asso iated overpressures are proportional to the

ubi

root of this

quantity and as a result, a fa tor less than two is expe ted for the overpressure at a

ertain

distan e from the ignition point.
The same results are obtained for the methane jet ex ept that all
onservative values.

ontributions lead to

This is the general trend for most of the models used in the present

exer ise.

3.4 Overpressure due to jet ignition
The simple explosion analysis des ribed in the previous paragraph

an be supported by a

ben hmark exer ise regarding delayed ignition of high pressure jet release. Natural gas experiments reported by Ho et al. [19℄ have shown very low overpressures.

So it has been

on luded that thermal radiation is the relevant parameter for ex lusion distan e
tion.

For hydrogen gas higher ame velo ities are expe ted and as a

al ula-

onsequen e higher

overpressure levels. Unfortunately there are only few experiments dedi ated to this question
in the literature espe ially if we

onsider the experimental

pressure in order to have well dened boundary

onditions with

onstant upstream

onditions for models. Constant pressure

releases and ignitions of high momentum hydrogen jet are reported by Takeno et al.[16℄
and we have sele ted the

ase des ribed in Table 4 for ben hmarking the dierent models.

The overpressures versus the distan e from the released point are plotted in Figure 3 and

Table 4: Chara teristi of the hydrogen jet [16℄
Data
Diameter of the ori e
Upstream pressure
Initial upstream temperature

6

Value (unit)
5 (mm)
400 (bar)
288 (K)

integral values are given in Table 5. The spreading of the results is very wide and generally
onservative. Close to the explosion point, the overpressure are mainly driven by the ame
velo ity

omputed by the dierent

orrelations. Far from the ignition point, the multi energy

method with an explosion index of 4 (AL

ontribution) maximises the safety distan e at the

threshold value of 20 mbar.
100000

Takeno[2007] 5 mm 40 MPa
INERIS - Acoustic Mod.
GDF-SUEZ - PERSEE
CEA - HyEXPLO

Overpressure (Pa)
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Figure 3: Overpressure versus distan e from the released point for the test of [16℄ - 5 mm leak at 40 MPa

Table 5: Experiment of Takeno et al [16℄: integral values (Air Liquide: multienergy method with explosion
index of 4, CEA: orrelations assuming homogeneous mixture at rest and a ame velo ity equal to the
maximum, GDF SUEZ: variable ame velo ity model taking into a ount the turbulen e, INERIS: a ousti
module with in-house ame velo ity orrelation)
Sour e
Experiment
Air Liquide
CEA
GDF SUEZ
INERIS
∗

Q (kg/s)

0.42 (A)
0.39 (P)
0.47
0.49
0.42

MEX of H2 (g)

679. (A)
560. (P)
366.
360.∗
1400.

VF,max (m/s)

75
429
500.

z(50mb) (m)
<1.8
13.0 (A)
12.2 (P)
3.9
3.
8.1

z(20mb) (m)
5.3
31.8 (A)
29.8 (P)
14.8
5.4
20.6

omputed mass was 240 g and a orre ted value has been taken into a ount for omparison

3.5 Jet res
When a ammable gas is released from a

ontainer immediate ignition leads to a jet re.

Then, it is important to be able to predi t the thermal radiation transferred to persons or
obje ts outside this jet re. As we have already said, this phenomenon is
design

onsidered as the

ase for determining the ex lusion distan es for natural gas transmission networks.

Large s ale natural gas jet res have been performed by Shell in the British Gas Spadeadam
test site [15, 4℄. We have sele ted the test 1089 des ribed in Table 6. The radiometers were
lo ated radially at about 15 meters downstream the released point. The
experiment and

omputations is plotted in Figure 4. The

to the experimental ones.

omparison between

omputed results are very

Some models (Phast and HyFLAM) gives slightly

results.
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lose

onservative

Table 6: Natural gas jet re performed by SHELL: onditions of test 1089
Data
Release Height
Release dire tion
Wind velo ity
Angle wind/release
Temperature
Humidity
Pressure
Release diameter
Upstream pressure
Mass ow rate
12

Value (unit)
3 (m)
horizontal
9 (m/s)
-25 (degrees)
12.7 (Celsius)
91 (%)
727.3 (mm Hg)
20 (mm)
66.8 (bar)
3.7 (kg/s)
18000

SHELL Exp. 1089
CEA-HyFLAM
INERIS PHAST
GDF-SUEZ Persee
AL PHAST

10

14000
12000
Flux W/m2

8
Flux kW/m2

Schefer 2006 t=5s
Phast - INERIS
HyFLAM - CEA
Persee - GDF-SUEZ
Phast - AL
SANDIA model - AL

16000

6

4
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Figure 4: Jet res : left Test SHELL 1089, thermal radiation heat ux measured radially 15 meters downstream the released point [15℄, right Prole of the radiative heat ux along the enterline [6℄ at t = 5 se onds
- the experimental visible ame length Lvis is about 4 m
For hydrogen jet res, the available database is not so important espe ially for large s ale
experiments. Radiative properties of large s ale hydrogen jet res were re ently published by
S hefer et al. [6, 10℄. These tests were run with high pressure

ylinders of hydrogen and as a

onsequen e the released gas led to a de reasing upstream pressure. At time 5 se onds, this
upstream pressure has been re onstru ted by the use of the mass ow rate given in [6℄. The

Table 7: Chara teristi s of hydrogen jet re performed by [10℄ - 5 se onds after the beginning of the release
Data
Release diameter
Estimated upstream pressure
Mass ow rate
omparison for the radiative ux along the

Value (unit)
7.94 (mm)
18.4 (bar)
57.3 (g/s)

enterline between experiment and

omputation

is given in Figure 4. The SANDIA model underestimates this ux as reported in [10℄, but
10%

orresponds to the s atter of the data used to derived

orrelations for dimensionless

ame length and radiant power. Phast software overestimates the peak ux by a fa tor of
about three. These experien es are perhaps at the lower limit of validity of Phast
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orrelations

3

and also not adequate for hydrogen behaviour. Publi ation of larger s ale experiments would
ertainly be wel ome to reinfor e that

on lusion.

3.6 Explosion in en losure
Normally, along a gas transmission network only few buildings are present. For hydrogen,
the

ompression stage is performed

gas, some

lose to the produ tion unit.

In the

ase of natural

ompression unit or de ompression stage are lo ated along the gas transmission

network. The latter has been sele ted for the present ben hmark. The building depi ted in
Figure 5 is an industrial en losure equipped with various openings: door, windows and two
large sky domes lo ated on the roof. Simpli ation of this geometry has been performed for
the exer ise and the inner obsta les have been removed due to the low blo kage ratio, and
the vents are limited to the two sky domes with an opening pressure of 60 mbar and no delay
for full size venting.The latter assumption has been made to

ompare these tools. In a real

ase, it would be parti ularly important for hydrogen to fully take into a
of opening of the vent. Finally, this volume is lled with stoi hiometri
gas and air and ignition is lo ated at the

ount the kineti s

mixture of ammable

enter of the en losure. Various results have been
Two vents
open at dP > 60 mbar
2m
1.5 m

2m

1.5 m

3m

Plane parallel
to the floor
Center

5m

1m
10 m

Figure 5: De ompression Building design: left - real, right - simplied
produ ed and

ompared during the exer ise and only some are highlighted in this do ument.

For example, Table 8 shows the time of opening of the sky domes (Tvent ) and the maximum
overpressure (∆Pmax ) inside the building in the dierent
the vents are similar for ea h gas mixture. It o

omputations. The opening time of

urs when only a few per ent of the mixture

is burned. For maximum overpressure, the results depend on ame a
we assume that the vent opens instantly.

eleration pro ess if

For hydrogen, the dieren es between models

an be very large and rea h a fa tor of 5. As against, for hydrogen due to faster ame, if
the vent takes some time to open, the overpressure

an be signi antly in reased (about 1

bar). An example of the produ ed CFD results is the overpressure eld outside the building

Table 8: Explosion inside building: Global results
Partner
Tvent (ms)
∆Pmax (mbar)
∗

Hydrogen
GDF SUEZ AL
60
45
623
883

CEA
35
160

Methane
GDF SUEZ AL
350
93
-

CEA
137∗
70∗

omputed with oarse grid only

at about 1 meter high (Figure 6). The isolines are very similar in the both

ases and the

overpressures are below the threshold value of 20 mbar used in Fran e. Comparison with
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experimental data will be wel ome but the la k of reliable data is espe ially noti eable for
hydrogen mixtures in large s ale vented geometry.

VAL − ISO
> 1.02E+02
< 8.73E+02

9.00E+02
8.50E+02
8.00E+02
7.50E+02
7.00E+02
6.50E+02
6.00E+02
5.50E+02
5.00E+02
4.50E+02
4.00E+02
3.50E+02
3.00E+02
2.50E+02
2.00E+02
1.50E+02
1.00E+02

Figure 6: Maximal Overpressure in the surrounding of the building at 1 meter high: left Hydrogen CEA
(red olour orresponds to 9 mbar), right Methane GDF SUEZ

4 Mixture ee t
All previous ben hmark exer ises have involved pure ammable gases: methane or hydrogen.
The HYDROMEL proje t deals with gas mixtures and in this paper we will only
few points related to some properties of the gaseous mixture. When a property

onsider a

Φi

for pure

gases is known it is interesting from an engineering point of view to derive simple laws to
obtain the equivalent property for the mixture of the two gases. Ideal mixing rules are rather
PN
simple Φm =
intera tion
i fi Φi where fi represents mass or molar fra tions. Sometimes,
PN PN
oe ients kij may be introdu ed to derive non-ideal mixing rules Φm =
j fi fj kij Φi .
i
PN
Finally, Le Châtelier type laws may also be envisaged 1/Φm =
i fi /Φi for the ammability
limits al ulation when the mole ular weight of the dierent spe ies are not so dierent.
The rst studied property refers to the equation of state for a mixture of gases. If perfe t
gas hypothesis is used the mixing rule is very simple, while for Abel-Noble type EOS (Eq.3)
the mixing rule is not so evident.

P =
where

P

ρRT
1 − bρ

(3)

is the pressure,

ρ the density, R a gas

that has no relation to the

onstant,

domain of validity. Figure 7 demonstrates that for our
perfe t mixing rule is

T

the temperature and

ba

oe ient

riti al state and has been adjusted to follow the EOS for a

onditions the mass fra tion weighted

lose to the referen e data.

The se ond property is the radiative fra tion for jet re

Fs .

In the model of Chamberlain

et al. [3℄, this fra tion is an empiri al fun tion of mole ular weight of the released gas

g/mol

ertain

and the velo ity at the equivalent diameter

Fs = f (W ) [0.21exp (−0.00323ueq ) + 0.11]
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ueq

in

W

in

m/s:
(4)

0.008

NIST data
Mass Fraction Weighted
Molar fraction weighted

0.006

b

0.004

0.002

0

-0.002

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Beta

Figure 7: b oe ient of the Abel-Noble type Equation Of State for mixture of hydrogen and methane
(referen e data are from NIST database (www.nist.gov) at room temperature and pressure between 1 and
100 bar) and β represents the per entage of hydrogen in the mixture
In our

ases

f (W ) is equal to 1 and so the mixture ee

t is taken into a

ount in the velo ity

at the equivalent diameter. For the model of S hefer et al.[6, 12℄, the radiant fra tion is a
produ t of three terms: the ame residen e time, the Plan k mean absorption

ap

and the adiabati

ame temperature. This absorption

oe ient may be

the use of regression laws provided by Barlow et al.[20℄ and equilibrium

oe ient

al ulated by
al ulations or

approximated by a Le Châtelier type law weighted by the mass fra tion of ea h ammable
gas as shown in Figure 8.
Finally, the fundamental ame velo ity

SL0

in

m/s

is examined.

A literature survey has

shown that only few data are available for mixture of methane and hydrogen. Most of these
values have been obtained for hydrogen

ontent below 50%. Additional experiments have

been performed within the HYDROMEL proje t by the Fren h ICARE Laboratory using a
spheri al bomb. Figure 8 shows that ideal mixing rule with mass fra tion seems the best
tting law for the fundamental ame velo ity at stoi hiometri
0.55

2.2

omposition.

Literature
HYDROMEL data
Mass Fraction Weighted
Molar Fraction Weighted

2
0.5
1.8
1.6
1.4

0.4

SL0 (m/s)

ap m-1

0.45

0.35

1.2
1
0.8

0.3

0.6
0.25

Barlow2001
Mass Fraction Weighted
Molar Fraction Weighted
Le Chatelier rule with Mass fraction

0.2
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.4
0.2
0.8

1

0

Beta

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Beta

Figure 8: Left: Mean Plan k absorption oe ient for a stoi hiometri hydrogen/methane ame. Right:
fundamental ame velo ity for a stoi hiometri mixture of hydrogen and methane - β represents the hydrogen
ontent
Within the HYDROMEL proje t, some other experiments have been performed regarding
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1

ame a

eleration in a tube equipped with internal obsta les and jet re for mixture. Veri-

 ation of the above mixing rules is under progress against these experimental results.

5 Con lusions
Ben hmark a tivities have been organised in order to share experien e related to the two
ombustible gases and to adapt the available
ow rate

omputer tools to the mixture behaviour. Mass

al ulations are dependent on the dis harge

oe ient and during depressurisation

the dierent models are equivalent. Size and explosive mass inside the ammable
generally

onservative. Overpressures in

loud are

ase of delayed ignition of an under-expanded jet

is a di ult task and only few results have been reported in the literature. Models provide
large dis repan ies depending on several parameters. Jet re exer ises have shown that the
models are relatively

onservative

results is higher for the hydrogen

ompared to the experimental data. The spreading of the
ase

ompared to the methane one.

There is a la k of

experimental data regarding a large s ale hydrogen jet res and vented explosions. Some
simplied mixing rules have been proposed for some properties relevant for safety su h as
fundamental ame velo ity, radiant fra tion for jet re or Abel-Noble type equation of state.
In the next future, they will be applied to validate models against experimental results
obtained within the HYDROMEL proje t.
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